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Officer Master File data were used to reconstruct and
analyze the career paths of a sample of 1,084 year group 1958-
1963 Surface Warfare Officers. Of particular concern were the
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distinguished the careers of commander- command selectees from
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In commenting on the qualifications of Naval Officers who
aspire to command, John Paul Jones wrote:
It is by no means enough that an officer of the Navy
should be a capable mariner. He must be that, of course,
but also a great deal more. He should be as well a
gentleman of liberal education, refined manners, punctil-
ious courtesy, and the nicest sense of personal honour....
The Naval officer should be familiar with the principles
of international law, and the general practice of admir-
alty jurisprudence, because such knowledge may often,
when cruising at a distance from home, be necessary to
protect his flag from insult or his crew from imposition
or injury in foreign ports.
Thus early recognition was given to the special qualifi-
cation expected of those who seek command at sea. Today's
Surface Warfare Officers compete in a far different and more
complex environment than their predecessors, yet the lure to
command has remained unchanged.
To ensure that officers receive adequate preparation for
such assignment, elaborate professional development paths have
evolved which prescribe the qualification standards to be
attained as a prerequisite to command. These paths are fol-
lowed in practice through a complex assignment process.
Integral to this process are personal performance criteria
which must be considered in each assignment decision. With
regard to the relationship between performance and assignment,
the U.S. Navy's Unrestricted Line Officer Career Guidebook
[1979] states quite succinctly, "The impact of performance is
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simple: good people get the good jobs." The implied defini-
tion of good jobs here being those which enhance the opportun-
ities for professional development and contribute to command
qualification.
Command at sea in the grade of commander has long been
the goal of every aspiring Surface Warfare Officer (SWO)
.
Selection for such serves not only to recognize his formal
qualifications r but to endorse the career path, and its implied
developmental qualities, which lead to selection. To the ex-
tent that particular career assignments have enabled an officer
to attain the level of professional development required for
command qualification, such assignments, in themselves, have
tended to enhance his probability of selection. Alternatively,
those assignments which have not resulted in similar develop-
ment may be viewed as having had a degrading or at best neutral
effect on his career. Thus, the assignment process can have a
profound influence on real or perceived career development
opportunities
.
Nededog [1975] concluded that lack of career-enhancing
billets and poor management of officer career patterns were
perceived by passed-over lieutenants to be the major contrib-
utors to their failure to be promoted to lieutenant commander.
Panchura [1979] noted that among SWO students at the Naval
Postgraduate School very definite perceptions existed as to
what constituted career-enhancing billets. Similarly,
Robertson and Pass [1979] in studying the relationship of
12

initial duty assignments to retention of Surface Warfare
Officers, found that junior SWO's had highly structured opin-
ions as to what constitutes career-enhancing duty assignments.
Perceptions such as these have tended to perpetuate an
institutional bias toward certain billets and career paths.
In response to this, the Unrestricted Line Officer Career
Guidebook [1979] cautions:
There is no one promotional path within the Navy,
nor should there be. The officer who best matches per-
sonal interests with requirements for fulfilling naval
assignments and amplifies those interests with experience
and education is the officer most likely to progress in a
naval career. The path is competitive; there is no single
criterion for achievement- -not a graduate degree, nor a
particular specialty, a specific combination of specialty
and subspecialty assignments, nor an assignment to service
college. A timely blending of these and other elements
characterizes the career patterns of officers who have
contributed more effectively than others to the dynamic
needs of the Navy.
This thesis represents an attempt to examine and analyze
the actual career paths of a large segment of Surface Warfare
Officers who have reached eligibility for selection to command
at sea at the commander level. Paths which have historically
led to command selection will be compared with paths which
have not to determine what kinds of characteristics distin-
guish the two. Evidence of any common billet sequences within
these groups will be explored to determine if any assignment
patterns emerge. Finally, the impact of various billet types,
combinations of billets and commissioning sources on the like-




The objectives of this research are to:
(1) Examine career development opportunities afforded
to Surface Warfare Officers by:
- identifying any career paths which may particularly
affect the probability of command selection;
- identifying specific billet types or combinations of
billets which may particularly enhance or degrade the
probability of command selection;
(2) Provide assignment officers with data relative to
those billet types or combinations of billets which have his-
torically served to increase or decrease the probability of
command selection; and
(3) Evaluate the consistency of assignment policy with
career development opportunities actually experienced by
Surface Warfare Officers.
The final objective will be achieved through examining
the data to determine if evidence exists of any systematic
denial of career development opportunity to officers not ul-
timately selected for command. If such exists, the extent






The basic approach of this study was to reconstruct, code,
and analyze historical data relating to Surface Warfare Officer
career paths using frequency distributions and conditional
probability analysis. The population of concern included those
individuals who had attained sufficient seniority and been
given ample time to qualify for selection to commander-level
command. Once the career paths of a sample of this population
were reconstructed, those which resulted in command selection
would be compared and contrasted with those which did not.
Among selectees, additional analyses include comparisons of
those who were selected early with those who were not.
The career paths of all Surface Warfare Officers in year
groups 1958 through 1963 were chosen to become the focus of
this research since data for them were relatively complete and
each had had sufficient time to screen for command. The spe-
cific segment of their careers to be studied included the
period from their fifth to seventeenth year of commissioned
service, as measured from individual active commissioning base
dates. Within this 12-year segment, that portion of their
career which led up to command selection or nonselection was
of primary concern. The five and seventeen year parameters
were used because of: (1) missing data for the early careers
15

(first five years) of most of this population, and (2) the
likelihood of command selection beyond the 17th year of service
being quite remote (historically less than 51) . Because pro-
fessional development is relatively uniform for all Surface
Warfare Officers during the first five years of service, little
is considered to have been lost to the study as a result of
the above data limitation.
B. DATA DEVELOPMENT
Since it did not readily lend itself to automation, the
process of transforming raw data into a suitable form for this
research was a lengthy one that involved the identification
and appropriate coding of each tour in each career subject to
this study. Appendix E presents a complete listing by command
selection outcome and year group of the coded data used in the
analysis. The general methods for developing these data will
be described in the paragraphs that follow.
1 . Source of Data
Data for this research were obtained from the Officer
Master File (OMF) made available through the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, San Diego. The OMF reflected
data current through November 1979. Additional, updated sub-
specialty utilization data were obtained in April 1980 from
the Naval Military Personnel Command and were current through
that date.
In order to interpret the OMF coded data, extensive
use was made of the U.S. Navy publication, Manual of Navy
16

Officer Manpower and Personnel Classifications (NAVPERS 15839D),
Volumes I and II (1978). Data fields pertinent to this study
were extracted from the OMF and consisted of the following:
- present grade (one-character alpha code indicating
present rank)
- year group (two-digit code which generally indicates
the fiscal year of commissioning)
- designator (four-digit code used to identify the pri-
mary naval specialty qualifications of an officer)
- source code (three-digit code indicating the commis-
sioning source of an officer)
- active commissioning base date (ACBD) (date computed
to the day to represent the date when all active com-
missioned service would have begun if it were continuous
to the present)
- command and operational screen results (a five-position
alpha-numeric code assigned to officers who have been
selected by a Command or Operational Screening Board;
the code describes the fiscal year considered and type
of command for which selected)
- promotion history (dates officer was promoted to
various grades extending from warrant through flag
rank)
- college name, education duration and year completed
- subspecialty (a five-character code indicating an
officer's subspecialty career field and education
or skill area)
- subspecialty utilization (various one-character codes
indicating whether or not a subspecialty was used in
a particular job)
- service schools, duration and completion dates
(schools are represented by three-digit codes)
- Navy Officer Billet Classification (NOBC) (four-digit
code which identifies a group of officer billets which




- ship/station codes (SSC) (three-character numerical-
alpha code identifying the type of ship or station to
which an officer is assigned)
- billet history, with inclusive dates at each station
(a listing of a maximum of 8 NOBC's per career).
Data contained in these fields formed the basis for recon-
structing career paths. While it would appear from this list-
ing that the billet history field itself might supply all the
required information, such was not the case as prior training
and certain other duty assignments were not included. Thus,
additional data fields were required for cross-referencing
purposes to fill in these career gaps. Gaps which still could
not be adequately explained after this process resulted in
dropped cases. The extent of these, and the remaining sample
whose career paths could be used in this study are depicted
in Figure 1. Of the 1,720 officers whose career paths were
of potential interest to this study, over one-third could not
be used because of various data limitations. Their omission,
however, did not appear to introduce any strong bias into the
research. A cursory examination of these career paths, as
they pertained to both selectees and nonselectees , revealed
no particular characteristics that made them look any differ-
ent from those actually used in the study. The 1,084 cases
which remained and formed the basis for this study constituted
a healthy segment of the year group 1958-1963 Surface Warfare
community, and represented a sample of it which was more than









Identify and individually code the billet
histories of all officers for whom sufficient
data were available to reconstruct their
career paths from the 5th to the 17th year.
(N = 1,084)
"SELECTEES"
Identify those officers whose
command screen results reflect
selection for commander-level
command or whose billet
history indicates, by virtue
of assignment, that such
selection has been attained.
(N = 526)
"NONSELECTEES"
Identify those officers for
whom neither their command





Figure 1. Development of the sample




Navy officer billet classifications (NOBC's) are ele-
ments of an elaborate code structure within the Navy officer
classification system which are used in the identification of
officer billet requirements and officer occupational qualifi-
cations, and which would seem to be quite suitable for immed-
iate use in a study such as this. However, for purposes here,
NOBC's as currently used in the OMF often fail to adequately
discriminate among billet types. For example, "9222" is the
NOBC code for "commanding officer, afloat." An officer occupy-
ing such a billet might be the commanding officer of any vari-
ety of ship. Likewise, "9228", the NOBC code for "executive
officer, afloat," fails to adequately identify the nature and
scope of the duties performed by the incumbent.
In view of this, a separate coding scheme was necessary
in order to permit more meaningful billet distinctions. The
scheme thus developed had to include sufficient categories in
order to make these distinctions, while at the same time pro-
viding for a small enough number to permit the desired analysis
After a trial period of using a considerably larger number,
seventeen were ultimately determined to represent the desired
number of billet categories. Of these, twelve were sea duty
billets and five were shore. A listing of these billet cate-
gories, their associated codes, and definitions follow.
Figure 2 shows a summary of the categories and their aggrega-
tions while Figure 3 illustrates the approximate career timing
20

Codes for Billet Categories
B - Pre-Department Head
(PRE DEPT HD)
C - Pursuing Graduate-Level
Education (GRAD ED)
D - Department Head
(DEPT HD)
E - Second Department Head
(2ND DEPT HD)
F - Ashore, CONUS (CONUS SHR)
G - Non-XO (NON XO)
H - Executive Officer (XO)
I - Post-XO (POST XO)
J - Commanding Officer (CO)
K - Late XO (LATE XO)
L - Post-CO (POST CO)
N - Non-CO (NON CO)
- Ashore, overseas
(OSEAS SHR)
P - Post-Department Head
(POST DEPT HD)
Q - Non-Department Head
(NON DEPT HD)
S - Subspecialty Utilization
(SUB UTIL)
T - Professional Training
(PROF TRNG)
Codes for Billet Category Aggregations
W - "Traditional" Sea Tour (includes sea tour billet codes:
B,D,E,G,H,I,J,K,L and N)
X - "Non- traditional" Sea Tour (includes sea tour codes
Q and P only)
Y - Subspecialty Utilization (includes shore tour code S only)
Z - Ashore, other (includes all other shore tour codes, i.e.,
C,F,0, and T)
SEA - All sea tours (combines W and X)
SHORE - All shore tours (combines Y and Z)
Figure 2. A summary listing of codes used to identify billet
categories and aggregations of billet categories
used in this study. Short titles for individual
billet categories are shown in parentheses.
21
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Figure 3. Approximate timing of billet categories in the
careers of Surface Warfare Officers by grade
and years of commissioned service (YCS) . (See




of each category. Appendix F, which is identical to Figure 2,
may be removed from the thesis for ease of reference.
Billet Categories and Their Definitions
Sea Tours
Pre-Department Head Tour (B) - Any sea tour occurring
prior to the Department Head (D) tour in which the incumbent
is no more senior than a mid-grade lieutenant (03)
.
Department Head Tour (D) - A tour of duty where the incum-
bent serves as head of a department of an afloat unit, while
in paygrade 03 or junior 04 (i.e., the tour starts within
three years of promotion to 04). If this tour occurs before
paygrade 03, it may be counted as "D" provided that billet is
normally occupied by an 03.
Non-Department Head Tour (Q) - Any afloat tour completed
by a mid-grade 03 to mid-grade 04 (i.e., the tour starts within
four years of promotion to 04) which is not a "D" tour, nor
included in any other sea tour category described herein.
"Q" codes will not be assigned once a "D" tour has been com-
pleted.
Post-Department Head Tour (P) - Any afloat tour following
(immediately or otherwise) the "D" tour which is neither a
department head tour nor included in any other sea tour cate-
gory described herein. This classification generally includes
senior 03' s and is extended to include 04' s when the tour in
23

question starts within four years of promotion to 04. Examples
of such tours include CO/XO of small units (other than XO (H)
equivalency CO tours, described below), Main Propulsion Assist-
ant/Damage Control Assistant on aircraft carriers, duty on
afloat staffs, etc.
Second Department Head Tour (E) - Any department head tour
following (immediately or otherwise) a "D" or another "E" tour.
To be so classified, the tour must commence within four years
of promotion to 04. "E" tours will never follow XO (H) tours.
XO Tour (H) - A tour of duty in which the incumbent serves
as executive officer of an afloat unit, while in paygrade 04.
This classification is extended to include non "E", post-
department head tours completed by nuclear qualified Surface
Warfare Officers when such tours fulfill the career require-
ments of the "H" tour. Additionally, this classification
includes certain lieutenant commander CO tours which are con-
sidered to be the equivalent of an "H" tour (e.g., CO of PHM,
ARS, ATS and, in some cases, FF ship types).
Non-XO Tour (G) - A tour of duty afloat which is completed
by a senior 04 (more than four years in grade) to mid-grade 05
(less than three years in grade) which neither is nor follows
a commanding officer (J) or executive officer (H) tour.
Post-XO Tour (I) - A non- commanding officer (J) tour of
duty afloat following (immediately or otherwise) an "H" tour.




Late XO Tour (K) - An afloat tour of duty in which the
incumbent serves as executive officer while in paygrade 05.
If such a tour follows an "H" tour, it will be classified as
a post-XO (I) tour.
CO Tour (J) - A tour of duty where the incumbent serves
as commanding officer of an afloat unit, while in paygrade 05.
If a CO tour occurs before 05, it may be counted as "J" pro-
vided that billet is normally occupied by an 05.
Non-CO Tour (N) - An afloat tour of duty served while in
paygrade 05 which is neither a "J", "H" , nor "K" tour; nor one
which follows a "J" or "H" tour.
Post-CO Tour (L) - A non- commanding officer tour of duty
afloat following (immediately or otherwise) a "J" tour. This
classification generally includes mid-grade to senior 05'
s
and junior 06' s.
Shore Tours
Professional Training (T) - A tour in which training is
undertaken of twenty weeks duration or more which is designed
to broaden the career, as opposed to specific preparation for
the next tour of duty. Examples of such tours include train-
ing at the Surface Warfare Officers School Command (Department
Head Course), Armed Forces Staff College, and the Naval War
.College.
Pursuing Graduate-Level Education (C) - A tour of duty in
which graduate education is undertaken leading to a subspecialty.
25

Subspecialty Utilization (S) - A tour of duty ashore in
which the incumbent's subspecialty was used. This subspecialty
may either be the result of graduate education or significant
experience. Such a tour would lead to the designation "proven
subspecialist .
"
Ashore, Overseas (0) - A shore tour served outside the
continental United States (CONUS) not meeting any of the above
criteria.
Ashore, CONUS (F) - A shore tour served within CONUS not
meeting any of the above criteria. This classification also
includes any periods of inactive duty.
Based on the above definitions, tours comprising each of
the careers reviewed were assigned one of these 17 codes. In
order to count as a tour of duty, the incumbent must have held
the billet in question for a period of six months or more.
Occasionally, tours of duty could take on more than one coding
assignment. For example, a tour in which a subspecialty was
utilized might also be a sea tour. When this occurred, guide-
lines for coding precedences had to be developed and applied.
Those that were adopted to resolve this and similar conflicts
are discussed in Appendix A where a detailed explanation of
the entire billet coding process is presented.
The various sources from which these officers had received
their original commission were also recorded as part of the
billet coding process. These sources were combined into four
26

categories with the first three representing the three primary
officer accession programs: USNA, NROTC, and OCS. The fourth
category was composed of all other accession sources and was
designated "OTHER."
3. Data Format
Upon completion of the coding process, the data were
transferred to data processing cards, one card per career.
The final tour recorded in each career of both selectees and
nonselectees was that held at the 17 year point. Tours held
at this time will be referred to henceforth simply as "tour
at 17 year point." Tours occurring prior to this, until the
5 year career point, will be referred to as "prior tour 1"
(PT1), "prior tour 2" (PT2) , etc.
Within the 12 year interval from the 5 to 17 year
career points, this study focused upon that portion of an
officer's career leading up to command selection or nonselec-
tion. For selectees, the billet held at their point of selec-
tion will be referred to as "tour at selection point," with
the preceding tours being labeled "prior tour 1," etc. in a
fashion similar to above. An example of the data layout for
a typical selectee is shown below:
Tour at 17 year
PT6 PT5 PT4 PT3 PT2 PT1 point
B D P T
PT4 PT3 PT2 PT1






In this example, the selectee was serving in a CO tour (J) at
the 17 year point in his career. Immediately prior to that he
served in a subspecialty utilization tour (S) , and before that
he had an XO tour (H) , etc. with earlier tours being recorded
back to the five year point in his career. For this individual,
the point of command selection happened to have occurred during
his XO tour. This tour would then become the reference point
when considering just those tours leading up to the point of
selection. As can be seen, the term "prior tour _" is a
relative one and does not necessarily refer to a fixed tour
position.
C. ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
To further the objectives of this research, two basic
analytical approaches were used: frequency distributions and
conditional probabilities. Frequency distributions were used
to answer a host of questions which largely centered on deter-
mining what kinds of billets officers were in at various
points in their career. Frequency distributions were also
used to identify the most common, or modal, career paths of
these officers to various points in their career.
Conditional probability analysis was used to explore the
probability of command selection contingent upon the occur-
rence or nonoccurrence of various events, or factors. Factors
to be considered included specific billet types, combinations
of billet types, and commissioning source. In the paragraphs
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to follow the detailed application of both approaches will be
discussed.
1. Frequency Distributions
Frequency distributions were obtained through use of
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) by Nie,
Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner and Bent [1970]. This approach
was used to develop general information for comparing the
career development of selectees and nonselectees . Portions
of the analysis will also include a distinction among selec-
tees as to the timing of selection in their careers. The
specific items of comparison to be addressed include the
following:
- Average number of tours served
- Average tour length
- Average career timing of selection for selectees
- Year group representation
- Commissioning source representation
- Percentage of officers having had specified billet
types at various career points
- Most common career path to the 17th year of service
- Most common path to selection/nonselection.
In order to gain a basic understanding of what kinds
of billets comprised the careers of these officers, a simple
frequency distribution was performed of the different billet
categories at each tour position. This would provide an in-
dicator of the percentage of a particular group of officers
who had a given billet type at a specified point in their career.
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From this, for example, the percentage of officers among non-
selectees who were utilizing a subspecialty during the "tour
at 17 year point" could be determined.
As a result of the billet distribution tallies at each
tour position, it is possible to determine over the course of
several tour positions what percentage of a group of officers
have had a particular billet type during the 5 to 17 year seg-
ment of their careers by simply taking a cumulative total. A
limitation with this, however, is that it is valid only when
applied to those billet types which normally occur just once
in a career. Because of this, and because of the timing at
which they occur, only the D, E, and H billet categories will
be used for such purposes here.
By simply counting the number of tours recorded for
each officer, summing them and dividing by the group size, the
average number of tours recorded per officer during the 12 year
period between the 5th and 17th year of service is obtained.
The number of complete tours served is somewhat less since, on
the average, officers were mid-way through the recorded tours
at their 5 and 17 year career points. Accounting for both
halves of these tours not actually served during this twelve
year period, the average number of complete tours, then, can
be determined by simply subtracting 1 from the average number
of tours recorded. Knowing this, it is possible to get a
•reasonable estimate of the average tour length for a given
group of officers. It should be understood, however, that
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this is an estimate and not a precise figure as no attempt
was made to separately account for any brief periods between
duty stations (short schools, leave, etc.).
Recording the tour during which selectees were selected
was achieved through the use of an index number which identi-
fied the location of the tour at selection relative to that
held at the 17 year point. When selection occurred during the
tour at the 17 year point, the selection point index (SPOINT)
would be 1. If selection occurred one tour prior, SPOINT
would be assigned a value of 2, etc. Hence, the greater the
SPOINT value, the earlier selection occurred. The following
illustrates a previous example where selection occurred during
PT2:
Tour at 17 year
PT6 PT5 PT4 PT3 PT2 PT1 point
B D P T H S J
SPOINT = 3
Here selection occurred 2 tours prior to the 17 year point and
would thus be assigned a SPOINT value of 3.
Knowing the average SPOINT value for a given group of
selectees and their average tour length, it is possible to
estimate the average career timing of selection. Once known,
the career paths of selectees may be segregated based on tim-
ing of selection and compared with each other as well as with
nonselectees at a common career point. For purposes of exam-
ining billet types most commonly held at various career points
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and determining the most common path to a point of selection
or nonselection, this study distinguishes selectees as either
being "early" or "due course." Those whose SPOINT index was
4, 5 or 6 were designated "early" selectees, and those whose
SPOINT was 3 or less, "due course" selectees. These two
groups, together with nonselectees , were then compared at
common career points.
The preceding analyses have considered particular
billet types independent of each other with no consideration
of the possible sequences of billets that individuals may have
leading up to certain points in their careers. The Unrestricted
Line Officer Career Guidebook [1979] stresses that career pat-
terns are as varied as the number of officers that pursue them,
and adds that there is no absolute path to "success." If, how-
ever, common paths did exist leading to command selection or
nonselection for a significant number of officers, it would be
important for career managers to be aware of them and their
implications for the assignment process.
To determine whether such paths have historically
existed, billet categories were sorted, tour position within
tour position, starting at that point considered to be most
significant and then progressing back in time. A standard IBM
utility sort program was used for this purpose. If, for example,
the most common career path to command selection were sought,
the sort would be set to begin at the selection point tour.
This sort would produce a sequential listing of existing
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billet categories. Within each of these categories, a sort
of the categories existing in the previous tour would be listed,
and so forth until each tour position had been sorted and the
5 year career point reached. Figure 4 shows the general ap-
proach taken using a small example of ten cases. The example
indicates that for this small sample the most prevalent billet
held at the time of selection was executive officer (H) . Among
those, subspecialty utilization (S) was the most common billet
immediately prior, and so forth. The most common, or modal,
path from the 5 year point to selection would then be T D P S H,
over which sequence 20% of this group travelled.
This study will identify and compare the career paths
of "early" selectees, "due course" selectees, and nonselectees
.
Among these three groups, career paths will be compared as
follows
:
(1) Paths leading to the 17 year point in their career
(2) Paths leading to selection/nonselection at varying
career points as follows:
a) Point of "early" selection/nonselection
(11.5 year career point)
b) Point of "due course" selection/nonselection
(15 year career point)
(3) Paths leading to selection/nonselection when
combining billet categories.
2. Conditional Probability Analysis
This approach was used to determine how important to
selection, historically, various billet types have been indi-
vidually or in combination with other billet types.
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Among the 10 career paths, 5 experienced
H tours at the point of selection
(tour at selection point)
OTHER(5)
Of these 5 career paths, 4 experienced an
S tour in the tour immediately prior (PT1)
OTHER(l)
Of these 4 career paths, 3 experienced a
P tour immediately prior (PT2)
P+S-H(3)
Of these 3 career paths, all experienced a
D tour immediately prior (PT3)
OTHER(l)
D+P+S+H(3)
Of these 3 career paths, 2 experienced a T
tour immediately prior (PT4)
OTHER(O)
T+D+P-S+H(2) OTHER(l)
Figure 4. An example of ten cases showing the sorting
procedure used to determine the most common
career paths, starting at the point of
selection and progressing back in time.
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Specifically, this phase of the research examines the condi-
tional probability of selection or nonselection to command
contingent upon having completed a particular tour or combin-
ation of tours, with source of commissioning being considered
one of the variables. The calculation of conditional proba-
bilities was accomplished through use of Bayes ' theorem, which
is addressed in most texts on probability, and discussed briefly
in Appendix B to this study. Appendix B also includes a sample
calculation of the conditional probability of selection having
completed an executive officer (H) tour, together with a table
of its associated joint probabilities which provides a more
intuitive understanding of the results.
As a basis for applying Bayes' theorem, the overall
probability of selection and nonselection had to be determined.
For selection, this was accomplished by simply dividing the
total number of year group '58 - '63 commander command selec-
tees by the total number of both selectees and nonselectees in
those year groups. The resulting probability represents the
proportion of officers in year groups '58 - '63 who:
(1) remained on active duty long enough to be considered
for selection;
(2) were on active duty in November 1979 and, therefore,
included on the Officer Master File; and
(3) were selected for commander-level command, with such
selection being reflected in the OMF data.
When considering only those officers who attained the rank of
commander, the probability of command selection was .55, which
is consistent with published data from the Naval Military
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Personnel Command regarding command opportunity once attaining
that rank. This study, however, has included the career paths
of officers who did not attain the rank of commander as well
as those who did and, therefore, uses a larger denominator in
the calculation. As a result, the probability of selection to
be used in this study is considerably lower and computes to be
approximately .40. The probability of nonselection , then, is
simply the complement of this, or .60.
For purposes of this analysis, it was important to
know whether a particular billet type, or combination of bil-
lets, did or did not exist in a career. Thus, one/zero logic
was applied: one if the billet, or combination, occurred (any
number of times) in a career, and zero if it did not occur.
From this, the probability of having a particular billet type,
or combination of billets, from among a given group of officers
could be determined. For selectees, the analysis included only
those tours served in at the point of selection and prior since
tours served afterward had no bearing on the professional
development that led to selection.
In order to determine the number of careers in which
various billet types or combinations of billet types occurred,
a computer search of the data was performed using specialized
FORTRAN subroutines. In addition to tallying individual billet
types, the search was programmed to detect and count all pos-
sible combinations of two and three billet categories that
existed in each career path. During this search, combinations
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were counted without regard to order or whether they occurred
consecutively. Hence, the purpose of the search was to iden-
tify the mere presence of all two and three billet categories
in each career path. In this analysis, source of commissioning
was treated as if it were a billet category.
Having thus determined how often individual billet
types and various combinations occurred, those which were most
prevalent in the career paths being studied would be examined




IV. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
A. GENERAL
The findings of this study may be broadly summarized as
follows
:
- A wide variety of career development opportunities
have been provided to Surface Warfare Officers.
- There is no absolute path to "success."
- Certain commissioning sources, billet types, and
combinations of billets have tended to enhance or
degrade the probability of command selection.
The basic approach to analyzing the data was to compare
the career paths of commander command selectees with those of
nonselectees using the methods previously described. Among
selectees, some analyses will also compare the career paths
of "early" and "due course" selectees. From this, certain
generalizations may be made regarding any characteristics
that may tend to distinguish one group from the other(s).
The paragraphs that follow will present and develop these
comparisons
.
The average number of tours served by selectees over the
course of their 5 to 17 year career points was 6.5. This
resulted in an average tour length of approximately 2 2 months.
During a similar period in their careers, nonselectees exper-
ienced slightly fewer tours, averaging just 5.9 with a cor-
respondingly longer average tour length of 24 months. This
suggests that nonselectees may have been assigned fewer short
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tours than selectees, an example of which might be the pro-
fessional training (T) tour, with a typical duration of under
one year.
Among selectees as a whole, selection to command occurred
on the average just beyond their fourteenth year of commis-
sioned service. Of the 526 selectees, 110 were designated
"early" selectees, having been selected at least three tours
prior (SPOINT 4,5,6) to their 17 year point tour. The average
timing of selection for this group occurred at the 11.5 year
career point. The remaining 416 selectees were designated
"due course" and experienced selection to command at approx-
imately their fifteenth year of commissioned service. Hence,
the point of "early" selection or nonselection for officers
in this study is their 11.5 year career point, and the point
of "due course" selection or nonselection is the 15th year of
service. These career reference points will be used for pur-
poses of examining billet types most commonly held at various
career points and in determining the most common, or modal,
career paths to points of selection or nonselection.
Selectees and nonselectees were reasonably well balanced
with respect to seniority. Table I depicts the year group
representation of these two groups and shows that approxi-
mately two-thirds of both were comprised of officers from




Distribution of Sample by Year Group
and Command Screen Outcome
Outcome
Year Group „ , XT ,r Selectees Nonselectees
Number (%) Number (%)
58 67 (13) 17 (3)
59 76 (14) 62 (11)
60 116 (22) 100 (18)
61 110 (21) 135 (24)
62 110 (21) 162 (29)
63 47 (9) 82 (15)
Total 526 558
Tables II and III provide some insight as to the percentage
of officers having had specified billet types at various points
between the 5th and 17th year of their careers. Of particular
note are billet codes D, E, H, G, T, C, S, F, and 0.
The department head (D) tour is often viewed as the build-
ing block upon which the intermediate phase of a Surface War-
fare Officer's career is built. Hence, it is during this
tour that the career development process starts in earnest
that will eventually lead to command screening. Tables II
and III and Figure 5 show the rough equivalency among selec-
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Figure 5 Cumulative percentage of selectees and nonselectees
having entered or completed a department head or
second department head tour between the 5th and
17th years of their careers.
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Later tours, however, start to reveal some noteworthy
dissimilarities in the careers of these two groups. Apart
from the obvious difference in the J and L billet categor-
ies, selectees and nonselectees tended to experience certain
billet types in greater proportion than the other. The second
department head (E) , non-XO (G) , subspecialty utilization (S)
,
ashore CONUS (F) , and ashore overseas (0) tours were each
experienced proportionately more among nonselectees. When
contrasted to those selectees having an E tour, nonselectees
tended to have this tour at a greater rate beyond the ninth
year in their career, suggesting that such a billet may have
been used as a "get-well" tour to facilitate unmet warfare
qualifications. The career timing of this tour among selec-
tees and nonselectees is depicted in Figure 5. The G tour
was experienced by relatively few officers, but among those
having it almost all were nonselectees. Like the E tour,
this may well have functioned to provide additional oppor-
tunity to develop operational skills.
While nonselectees experienced proportionately more S
tours than selectees, it is evident that this was due almost
solely to the heavy concentration of utilization tours exper-
ienced by them during the 17 year point tour, at which time
the bulk of selectees were at sea in a command tour. Up to
this career point, the rate of subspecialty utilization
between the two groups appears to be quite comparable. Among
the remaining shore billet categories, nonselectees had
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proportionately more F and tours while experiencing fewer
professional training (T) and slightly fewer graduate educa-
tion (C) tours.
Perhaps the most noteworthy dissimilarity in the career
paths of the two groups is the rate at which selectees had
an executive officer (H) tour compared with nonselectees
.
This is graphically depicted in Figure 6. The H tour has
long been perceived as the pivotal tour in the intermediate
career development of a Surface Warfare Officer and one that
is virtually required for command selection. The data pre-
sented thus far tend to support this notion.
Another billet category which selectees had proportion-
ately more of and which is worthy of further comment is the
professional training (T) tour. The proportional advantage
here is weighted somewhat toward the latter part of their
careers, indicating that selectees were more apt than non-
selectees to have junior and senior service college assign-
ments .
It may be noted in Tables II and III that no tours were
assigned to billet category N (non-CO tour) for the officers
in this study. While such assignment was made to a limited
number of cases, each was subsequently dropped from the data
for varying reasons. However, because it represented a valid
potential billet assignment, the category was retained.
To briefly summarize what has been presented thus far















Figure Cumulative percentage of selectees and nonselectees
having entered or completed an executive officer (H)




More sea H E,G
More shore T,C S,F,0
Table IV presents data comparing the percentage of sea
tours served to total among selectees and nonselectees. The
tour at 17 year point reflects the heavy concentration of
selectees in their command tour and nonselectees who were
utilizing a subspecialty. Ignoring this tour position, and
considering just PT1 through PT10, it is clear that both
groups have had essentially the same opportunity for profes-
sional development at sea. The primary difference is in the
kinds of sea tours served after the department head tour.
Figures 7 and 8 show the distribution of the most commonly
held billet categories of selectees and nonselectees with an
indication of the approximate career timing of each. The
composition of these groups by commissioning source is also
depicted. The block entitled "NO TOUR RECORDED," simply re-
flects the fact that the 5 year career point for many officers
occurred during a tour position later in time than PT6 or PT7.
Hence, there was no tour recorded for them until that later
tour position (e.g., PT4 or PT5) during which their 5 year
career point occurred.
Once again, in comparing the billet composition of selec-
tees and nonselectees, the trends discussed earlier relative




Relative Frequency of Sea Tours to Total Tours Served
at Each Tour Position by Command Screen Outcome
Selection Nonse lection
Tour Sea Total Tour Sea Total
Position Tours Tours % Sea Position Tours Tours % Sea
17 Yr PT 276 526 52% 17 Yr PT 87 558 16%
PT1 226 526 431 PT1 239 558 43%
PT2 274 526 52% PT2 254 558 46%
PT3 250 526 48% PT3 237 558 42%
PT4 227 526 43% PT4 243 554 44%
PT5 227 519 44% PT5 251 524 48%
PT6 211 445 47% PT6 187 366 51%
PT7 122 244 50% PT7 74 148 50%
PT8 50 81 62% PT8 19 36 53%
PT9 9 11 82% PT9 2 2 100%
PT10 1 1 100% PT10
Total 1,873 3,931 47.6% 1,593 3,862 41.2%
(Total
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tours are evident. Some other observations worthy of note
include
:
- The slightly longer and fewer tours experienced by
nonselectees
.
- The absence of professional training among the more
commonly held billets of nonselectees.
- The post-department head tour tending to occur slightly
later in the careers of nonselectees.
- A relatively greater percentage of nonselectees whose
source of commissioning was OCS.
Figures 9 and 10 reflect the most commonly held billet
categories of "early" and "due course" selectees, respectively
Although "early" selectees tended to have slightly shorter
tours, no attempt was made to reflect this fine distinction
in the illustrations. The characteristics emerging from these
figures which distinguish the careers of "early" selectees are
the following:
- Earlier CO, XO, post-department head and department
head tours.
- Proportionately more are in an XO tour at their selection
point (11.5 years) than "due course" selectees at their
selection point (15 years).
- Proportionately more professional training.
- Proportionately less subspecialty utilization.
- Roughly equivalent percentage of sea tours.
- Relatively greater percentage whose source of
commissioning was USNA.
Hence, many of the factors which served to distinguish
selectees from nonselectees, also tend to appear when con-
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B. MODAL CAREER PATHS
If common billet sequences existed for a large segment
of a given group of officers, the implications of deviating
from this path would be of concern to career managers. To
explore the existence and prevalence of any such common billet
sequences, this study examines the career paths of "early"
selectees, "due course" selectees, and nonselectees leading to
various points in their careers. First, common paths leading
up to their 17 year career point will be examined. Next, com-
mon paths leading to a point of "early" selection or nonselec-
tion (11.5 year career point) for each of the three groups will
be determined. And finally, common billet sequences leading to
later selection/nonselection (15 year career point) for "due
course" selectees and nonselectees will be ascertained.
As stated earlier, the approach to this phase of the re-
search was to sort billet categories, tour position by tour
position beginning at the 17 year career point or point of
selection/nonselection and progressing back in time. Such a
process would theoretically result in complete sequences from
the 5 year points leading to the later career point of specific
interest. Parish [1979] and Morris [1980] noted, however, in
research of a similar nature that extreme dispersion in career
paths took place when progressing back through tour positions
in this manner. Hence, this research attempted to look no
further back in time than "prior tour 3." If any path leading
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from this tour to later career points were particularly prev-
alent, the sort would then be expanded to include earlier tours
Paths leading to the 17 year career point for "early"
selectees, "due course" selectees and nonselectees , when ex-
tending back three tours to approximately their 11 year career
point, were determined in order to be compared and analyzed.
However, during the sort extreme dispersion was noted for all
three groups as the numbers grew thin very rapidly when pro-
gressing back through each tour. As a result, no one path was
statistically significant in these samples. The results of
this sort for each of the above groups may be found in Appendix
C, Figures C-l through C-3.
The various paths of the three groups to a point of "early"
selection or nonselection (11.5 year career point) were then
studied to see if any particular path or trends might emerge.
Once again, rapid dispersion was experienced and the sorts
were terminated after progressing back in time only two tours.
Again, all numbers thinned to the extent that no one path for
any group was significant. The results of this sort for each
group may be found in Appendix D, Figures D-l through D-3.
The paths of "due course" selectees to their average point
of selection (15 year career point) , and those of nonselectees
to a similar point in their careers were then examined. As
before, the numbers thinned rapidly and evenly, resulting once
again in no particular path for either group being more signif-
icant than the other. These results appear in Appendix D,
Figures D-4 and D-5
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In each of the above cases, billet categories dispersed
rapidly, even when limiting the sequence to a total of just
three tour positions. As can be determined from the figures
in Appendices C and D, in no case did the probability of occur-
rence of any of these paths exceed .05. One must, therefore,
conclude that at least with the original number of billet cat-
egories, there is no strong tendency with the group of officers
in this study to follow a common career path through any mean-
ingful period of time.
In a further attempt to identify any common career path
tendencies, the original 17 billet categories were aggregated
into four categories as previously described in Figure 2.
Paths leading to selection/nonselection were then determined
in the same manner as before. The findings are described in
the paragraphs that follow.
Figures 11-13 depict the career paths of "early" selectees,
"due course" selectees, and nonselectees respectively, leading
to a point of "early" selection or nonselection (11.5 year
career point) when aggregating billet types into four categor-
ies and extending back two tours prior, to approximately the
7 year career point. The resulting modal paths from the 7 to
11.5 year career points and their probability of occurrence
are as follows:
Path to 11.5 Probability
Year Point of Occurrence
"Early" Selectees X+Z+W .12




TOUR AT SELECTION POINT
(Average length of
service = 11.5 yrs)











Legend: W = Traditional Sea Tour
X Non- traditional Sea Tour
Y = Subspecialty Utilization
Z = Ashore, other
Figure 11. Career paths to selection for "early" selectees
when aggregating billet types into four categories
(N = 110) . Sum of branches will not always equal
their source due to (1) the omission of categories
with small numbers, and (2) the coding of careers
back to the 5 year point only. See Figure 2,
page 21, for composition of aggregated categories.
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Figure 12. Career paths to 11.5 years of service for "due
course" selectees when aggregating billet types
into four categories (N = 416) . Sum of branches
will not always equal their source for reasons
described in Figure 11. See Figure 2, page 21,
for composition of aggregated categories.
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Legend: W = Traditional Sea Tour
X = Non- traditional Sea Tour
Y = Subspecialty Utilization
Z = Ashore, other
Figure 13. Career paths to 11.5 years of service for
nonselectees when aggregating billet types
into four categories (N = 558). Sum of the
branches will not always equal their source
for reasons described in Figure 11. See




Figure 14 depicts the career paths of "due course" selec-
tees leading to their point of selection (15 year point) when
extending back two tours prior. Figure 15 traces the paths
of nonselectees over an equal career segment. The resulting
modal paths from approximately the 11 to 15 year career
points and their probability of occurrence are as shown below:
Path to 15 Probability
Year Point of Occurrence
"Due Course" Selectees Z+W+Y .10
Nonselectees Z+W+Z .11
As a result of this aggregation, the numbers for the var-
ious sequences understandably increased. Despite this, how-
ever, the dispersion of the four categories over just three
tour positions was considerable, yielding probabilities of
any one sequence occurring no greater than .12. Once again,
no one particular path emerged as being significant.
In still a further effort to determine the existence of
some commonality of billet sequences, these four categories
were then compressed to two categories, "sea" and "shore,"
and subjected to the same comparisons as before. The results
when resorting to this ultimate billet aggregation are
discussed below.
Figures 16-18 depict the career paths of each of the three
groups to a point of "early" selection or nonselection when
aggregating billet types into two categories and extending
back two tours prior. The resulting modal paths from
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TOUR AT SELECTION POINT
(Average length of
service = 15 yrs)
W(194]










Non- traditional Sea Tour
Subspecialty Utilization
Ashore, other
Figure 14. Career paths to selection for "due course"
selectees when aggregating billet types into
four categories (N = 416) . Sum of the branches
will not always equal their source for reasons
described in Figure 11. See Figure 2, page
21, for composition of aggregated categories.
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Non- traditional Sea Tour
Subspecialty Utilization
Ashore, other
Figure 15. Career paths to 15 years of service for
nonselectees when aggregating billet types
into four categories (N = 558). Sum of the
branches will not always equal their source
for reasons described in Figure 11. See




TOUR AT SELECTION POINT
(Average length, of
service = 11.5 yrs)















Figure 16. Career paths to selection for "early" selectees
when expanding the aggregation to two billet
categories (_SEA/SHORE) (N = 110). Sum of the
branches will not always equal their source for
reasons described in Figure 11.
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Figure 17. Career paths to 11.5 years of service for "due
course" selectees when expanding the aggregation
to two billet categories (SEA/SHORE) CN = 416).
Sum of the branches will not always equal their
source for reasons described in Figure 11.
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Figure 18. Career paths to 11.5 years of service for
nonselectees when expanding the aggregation
to two billet categories (SEA/SHORE) (N = 558).
Sum of the branches will not always equal
their source for reasons described in Figure 11
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approximately the 7 to 11.5 year career points and their
probability of occurrence are as follows:
Path to 11.5 Probability
Year Point of Occurrence
"Early" Selectees SEA+SHORE+SEA .23
"Due Course" Selectees SHORE+SEA+SHORE .20
Nonselectees SHORE-SEA+SHORE .19
Figure 19 depicts the career paths of "due course" selectees
leading to their point of selection when extending back two
tours prior. Figure 20 shows a similar career segment for
nonselectees. The resulting modal paths from approximately
the 11 to 15 year career points and their probability of







"Due Course" Selectees SHORE+SEA+SHORE
Nonselectees SHORE+SEA+SHORE
As one might expect with such an expanded aggregation,
there was less dispersion and a corresponding increase in the
probability of any one of these dichotomous paths occurring.
Despite this, however, the emergence of any one clear path
for any of these groups is still lacking.
Thus, in examining the progression of over 1,000 careers
in this study a wide variety of billet sequences were
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service = 15 years)














Figure 19. Career paths to selection for "due course"
selectees when expanding the aggregation to
two billet categories (SEA/SHORE) (N = 416)
Sum of the hranches will not always equal


















Figure 20. Career paths to 15 years of service for non-
selectees when expanding the aggregation to
two billet categories CSEA/SHORE) (N = 558).
Sum of the branches will not always equal their
source for reasons described in Figure 11.
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encountered which, tends to confirm what is stressed in the
Unrestricted Line Officer Career Guidebook [1979] regarding
the absence of any absolute path to "success." Additionally,
and to the extent that "nonsuccess" may be interpreted as
nonselection to command, this study has demonstrated the
absence of any absolute path to "nonsuccess." Hence, no
singular career path sequence was found that particularly
enhanced or degraded the probability of selection or non-
selection.
There were, however, certain individual billet types,
combinations of billets and commissioning sources which, if
experienced by a Surface Warfare Officer, tended to increase
or decrease his probability of command selection. The next
section will discuss these findings.
C. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF COMMAND SELECTION
This phase of the research examined the conditional prob-




(2) individual billet categories, and
(3) combinations of 2 and 5 billet categories, with
source of commissioning being considered one of
the categories.
As stated in a previous section, the overall, or unconditional,
probability of selection to command was computed to be .40.
This means that each officer in year groups '58 - '63 who
remained on active duty to a point of eligibility for command
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screening had four chances in ten of being selected, without
regard to any additional information about his professional
development. This section of the study interjects some of
this developmental data to see how the probability of command
selection is affected by it. Hence, the resulting probability
of selection is now contingent, or conditional, upon the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of specified developmental cri-
teria.
As background information and in order to gain a more
complete understanding of the impact of individual billet
types on command selection, Table B-l in Appendix B presents
the joint probability of occurrence of various billet types
and command selection outcome. Table B-2 provides similar
joint probability data for commissioning sources and command
selection outcome, while Tables B-3 and B-4 provide these
data for various billet combinations and command selection
outcome.
Table V presents the relative impact of various individual
billet categories on command selection. The overwhelming im-
portance of the executive officer (H) billet is quite evident.
The data indicate that completion of the H tour enhances the
probability of selection by some 12% (.52 - .40), but that
noncompletion of this tour degrades the probability of selec-
tion by 21%. This finding tends, to confirm the folklore





Conditional Probability of Selection Given the Occurrence




Col. 2 to Col. 3
H (XO) .52 .18 2.89
T (PROF TRNG) .49 .33 1.48
C (GRAD ED) .48 .34 1.41
P (POST DEPT HD) .44 .37 1.19
K (LATE XO) .39 .40 .98
B [PRE DEPT HD) .38 .40 .95
Q (NON DEPT HD) .37 .40 .93
D (DEPT HD) .38 .44 . 86
I (POST XO) .35 .41 .85
F (CONUS SHR) .37 .47 .79
S (SUB UTIL) .33 .47 .70
E (2ND DEPT HD) .27 .44 .61
(OSEAS SHR) .29 .50 .58
G (NON XO) .05 .45 .11
* Unconditional probability of selection is .40.
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Other billets which have a decidedly positive impact on
the probability of command selection include the PROF TRNG (T),
GRAD ED (C), and POST DEPT HD (P) tours. This is consistent
with data presented earlier regarding the relative frequency
with which these tours appear in the careers of selectees and
nonselectees . Those individual billets which appear to have
a somewhat neutral effect on selection include the LATE XO (K),
PRE DEPT HD CB) , NON DEPT HD (Q) , DEPT HD (D) , and POST XO (I)
tours. It is interesting to note that according to these
data, having a late XO tour neither helps nor hurts an offi-
cer's probability for command selection.
Those billets which if experienced tend to degrade one's
probability of command selection include CONUS SHR (F) , SUB
UTIL (S), 2ND DEPT HD (E) , OSEAS SHR (0), and NON XO (G)
.
The F, S, and tours were often shore tours in lieu of CO/XO
tours among nonselectees and, as a result, their inclusion in
this listing is not surprising. The E tour's inclusion in
this list confirms what was noted earlier in Figure 5, and
the importance of the XO tour (H) is further emphasized by
the position of the NON XO tour (G) in Table V.
As depicted earlier in Figures 7 and 8, OCS was the most
prevalent source of these officers. Table VI presents the
relative impact of various commissioning sources on command
selection and tends to confirm popularly held notions regard-
ing the career success of officers from them.
As stated earlier, a computer search of the data was per-




Conditional Probability of Selection Given the Occurrence
or Nonoccurrence of Particular Commissioning Sources*
Commissioning Source Occurrence Ratio of
w+u nr-*u t Col. 2 to Col. 3With Without
USNA .49 .36 1.36
NROTC .41 .40 1.03
OCS .35 .44 .80
OTHER .35 .41 .85
Unconditional probability of selection is .40.
and three billet categories. Those which were most prevalent
or which appeared to have strong potential for affecting
selection were examined to determine what impact they had on
the probability of command selection. Tables VII and VIII
present these findings and tend to further confirm the sig-
nificance of the XO tour to command selection as each combin-
ation which serves to increase the probability of selection
has within it billet code H. Likewise, those combinations
containing billet codes F, S, E, and without the presence





Conditional Probability of Selection Given the Occurrence
or Nonoccurrence of Various Two-Billet Combinations*
Billet Combination Occurrence Ratio of
(order does not matter) With Without Col. 2 to Col. 3
HT (XO, PROF TRNG)
HC (XO, GRAD ED)
HP (XO, POST DEPT HD)
FH (CONUS SHR, XO)
DH (DEPT HD, XO)
HS (XO, SUB UTIL)
DF (DEPT HD, CONUS SHR)
DS (DEPT HD, SUB UTIL)
FF (CONUS SHR, CONUS SHR)
FO (CONUS SHR, OSEAS SHR)
EF (2ND DEPT HD, CONUS SHR) .
2
OS (OSEAS SHR, SUB UTIL)
SS (SUB UTIL, SUB UTIL)
55 .32 1 .72
54 .33 1 .64
54 .34 1 .59
50 .32 1 .56
50 .33 1 .52












Conditional Probability of Selection Given the
Occurrence or Nonoccurrence of Various Three-
Billet (and Commissioning Source) Combinations*
Billet Combination**
(Order does not matter)
Occurrence Ratio of

























































* Unconditional probability of selection is .40.
** See Figure 2, page 21, for billet code definitions.
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In considering the two-billet combinations presented in
Table VII, it is interesting to note the effect of various
tour types acting in combination with the XO tour. When an
officer had an XO tour without regard to other tours with
which it was combined, his probability of command selection
increased from the nominal .40 to .52. However, when this
tour was combined with SUB UTIL (S) , DEPT HD CD), or CONUS SHR
(F) tours, this advantage was slightly reduced, and when com-
bined with PROF TRNG (T) , GRAD ED (C) , or POST DEPT HD (P)
tours, the advantage was slightly increased. These combined
effects are consistent with the individual effects of various
billet types shown in Table V.
'
The billet combinations in Table VIII provide additional
insight into the relative effects of various billet types on
the probability of command selection. Particularly noteworthy
is the distinction between those three-billet combinations
that include an XO tour and those that do not. Among those
with the XO tour, that which contains GRAD ED (C) and a source
of commissioning of USNA has historically served to enhance
the probability of selection more than any other. That which
includes PROF TRNG CO and GRAD ED (C) with the XO tour has
had a positive influence almost equally as strong.
It might be noted that lacking any of these combinations
which include an XO tour does relatively little to degrade
the probability of selection. This is so because lacking
these combinations does not necessarily negate the possibility
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of having an XO tour, which has been shown to be the single




This study has examined the career progressions of a large
number of Surface Warfare Officers to determine what kinds of
characteristics, apart from performance, distinguished the
careers of those selected to commander-level command from
those who were not. Fundamental to the study was the question
of career development opportunity. Specifically, were those
who did not ultimately reach commander-level command provided
with an opportunity for professional growth equal to those
who did?
To investigate this question, data were collected on the
kinds of billets held at varying career points by selectees
and nonselectees . From this, evidence was presented showing
that roughly equal numbers of both groups were assigned to a
department head tour. Since this tour is conceived to be more
fundamental to the early professional development that leads
to command than any other single tour type, this finding is
noteworthy. Additionally, both selectees and nonselectees
were found to have spent approximately the same amount of time
at sea up to the point where selectees actually served in
their command tour. Once again, this is noteworthy because
command qualification can only come about through the acquisi-
tion of operational skills gained through sea duty experience.
Thus, the opportunity for professional growth appears to have
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been presented uniformly to this sample of Surface Warfare
Officers
.
In continuing to search for those characteristics which
distinguish the careers of selectees from nonselectees , the
billet sequences of both groups were examined to see if either
had tendencies to follow a common and, therefore, predictable
path. In this analysis, the paths of "early" and "due course"
selectees and nonselectees leading to various points in their
careers were studied. When it became evident that no common
path for any group would emerge with significance using the
original 17 billet categories, these categories were compressed
into four, and then later into two categories. Even when
aggregating billet types in this manner, the probability of a
common sequence of only three billets was found to be less
than 30% with no singular path of significance emerging.
Hence, this phase of the study confirmed that common billet
sequences for any significant career segment of selectees and
nonselectees simply do not exist.
Perhaps the most enlightening phase of this research was
the determination of the historical significance of certain
billet types and combinations of billets to command selection.
Through a conditional probability analysis, the tremendous
importance of the lieutenant commander XO tour in particular
was documented. Simply stated, career paths that included
this tour more often than not led to command selection, whereas




Tours which were found to strongly complement the XO tour
in the developmental process leading to command for Surface
Warfare Officers, and which in themselves served to enhance
the probability of selection, were the education-related tours,
namely professional training (T) and graduate-level education
(C) . These assignments, like the XO tour, come about as a
result of board action and, therefore, are based largely on
performance criteria and the perceived potential for further
professional growth.
To the extent that these criteria represent valid measure-
ments of the growth potential of officers, the assignments
resulting therefrom are indeed consistent with the policy of
"good people getting the good jobs'" (i.e., those that enhance
the probability of command selection). However, to the extent
that these criteria represent imperfect predictors, board
action and the resulting assignment process can exert consid-
erable influence beyond the control of the individual officers
whose career destinies are being determined. Therefore, selec-
tion boards and assignment officers must be mindful of the
probable career impacts which may result from judgments within
their discretion. The conditional probability analysis of
this research represents one approach to quantifying the rel-
ative impacts of various assignments on the careers of Surface
Warfare Officers and may prove useful in the deliberations of
career planners and assignment officers.
Once again, however, the performance-assignment conundrum
arises with respect to the XO tour. Is it that only officers
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who are most likely going on to CO tours anyway (as a result
of prior performance) get an XO tour; or is it that the XO
experience itself serves to particularly qualify one for later
command selection? In practical terms, of course, both of
these dynamics must interact as the XO tour has traditionally
served to both reward an officer for his prior performance and
to provide him with the kinds of challenging experiences neces-
sary for his continued professional growth. Hence, the results
of the conditional probability analysis relative to the XO
tour must be understood in this light.
This study has focused on the career development process
leading to commander- level command since this is the primary
goal of every aspiring Surface Warfare Officer and the channel
through which greater responsibility is attained. However,
in a closed, hierarchical personnel system such as the Navy's
where command opportunity is limited, it remains that a
majority of Surface Warfare Officers will not reach this goal.
Hence, any management process which attempts to suboptimize
careers in this manner is not meeting the total needs of the
organization. In recognition of this and in an effort to more
effectively manage officer personnel assets, the concept of
the Unrestricted Line Officer Professional Development System
(OTMS) has evolved. Essentially, this system seeks to strike
a balance between the operational and subspecialty development
of officers in order to meet total Navy requirements. The
findings of this study with respect to subspecialty utilization
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lend support to the efficacy of OTMS, In particular, the
heavy concentration of utilization tours for nonselectees
near their 17 year career point speaks well of the system
that (1) enabled the development of these subspecialties and




This study generally supports the popular beliefs about
what career characteristics drive command selection. General
conclusions that may be drawn from this research include the
following
:
- A wide variety of career development opportunities have
been provided to Surface Warfare Officers to enable them
to qualify for commander command selection.
- There is no evidence of any absolute path to command
selection, nor one which consistently leads to non-
selection.
- Completion of an executive officer tour (H) is virtually
essential for the Surface Warfare Officer to remain
competitive for command selection.
- Completion of graduate- level education (C) and profes-
sional training (T) enhance the probability of command
selection.
- Surface Warfare Officers who were Naval Academy graduates
had on average a higher probability of ultimate command
selection than those who were not.
- Tours ashore, including subspecialty utilization (S)
,
when served to the exclusion of essential sea tours,
reduce the probability of command selection.
- Combinations of tours (and commissioning source) in the
careers of Surface Warfare Officers which most decidedly
enhanced the probability of command selection are:
(order within a combination does not matter)
• USNA, graduate education, XO tour
• Graduate education, XO tour, professional training
• XO tour, professional training, ashore CONUS
- Combinations of tours in the careers of Surface Warfare
Officers which most decidedly degraded the probability




• Second department head tour, ashore CONUS, ashore
overseas
• Ashore CONUS, ashore CONUS, ashore overseas
• Ashore CONUS, ashore CONUS, ashore CONUS.
Nothing in this study has refuted the underlying impor-
tance of performance to career success. However, in the -
absence of performance data, this research has documented the
relative importance of certain career experiences as they
affect professional development and the likelihood of command





In individually coding the billets comprising the over
1,000 careers in this research, the need for developing a
systematic and consistent approach to assigning billet cat-
egories was essential. Accordingly, billet categories and
their definitions had to be established, and guidelines adopted
for resolving conflicts and filling gaps in the data. This
appendix presents those categories together with their asso-
ciated codes and definitions, and the guidelines adopted to
apply these codes to the career paths of the sample. Addi-
tionally, two examples of actual cases are presented to illus-
trate the billet coding procedure. First, however, the origins
of the data used in this study will be outlined and briefly
discussed.
Data Sources
Data for this research came from the Officer Master File
(OMF) and were current through November 1979. Additional up-
dated subspecialty utilization data were obtained in April
1980 and were current through that date. In order to inter-
pret the OMF coded data, the U.S. Navy publication, Manual of
Navy Officer Manpower and Personnel Classifications (NAVPERS
15839D), Volumes I and II [1978] was used extensively. The




- Present grade (one-character alpha code indicating
present rank)
- Year group (two-digit code which generally indicates
the fiscal year of commissioning)
- Designator (four-digit code used to identify the primary
naval specialty qualifications of an officer)
- Source code (three-digit code indicating the commission-
ing source of an officer)
- Active commissioning base date (ACBD) (date computed to
the day to represent the date when all active commis-
sioned service would have begun if it were continuous
to the present)
- Command and operational screen results (a five-position
alpha-numeric code assigned to officers who have been
selected by a Command or Operational Screening Board;
the code describes the fiscal year considered and type
of command for which selected)
- Promotion history (dates officer was promoted to various
grades extending from warrant through flag rank)
- College name, education duration and year completed
- Subspecialty (a five-character code indicating an
officer's subspecialty career field and education or
skill area)
- Subspecialty utilization (various one-character codes
indicating whether or not a subspecialty was used in
a particular job)
- Service schools, duration and completion dates (schools
are represented by three-digit codes)
- Navy Officer Billet Classification (NOBC) (four-digit
code which identifies a group of officer billets which
are similar but not necessarily identical in scope and
nature of duties)
- Ship/station codes (SSC) (^three-character numerical-
alpha code identifying the type of ship or station to
which an officer is assigned)
- Billet history, with inclusive dates at each station




Billet Codes and Categories
From these data fields, career paths were individually-
reconstructed.. However, since the NOBC's often failed to
adequately discriminate among billet types for purposes of
this study, a separate categorization and coding scheme was
necessary in order to permit more meaningful billet distinc-
tions. The 17 billet categories, their codes and definitions
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1. Pre-Department Head Tour (B) - Any sea tour occurring
prior to the Department Head (D) tour in which the in-
cumbent is no more senior than a mid-grade lieutenant (03)
.
2. Department Head Tour (D) - A tour of duty where the incum-
bent serves as head of a department of an afloat unit,
while in paygrade 03 or junior 04 (i.e., the tour starts
within three years of promotion to 04) . If this tour
occurs before paygrade 03, it may be counted as "D" pro-
vided that billet is normally occupied by an 03.
3. Non-Department Head Tour (Q) - Any afloat tour completed
by a mid-grade 03 to mid-grade 04 (i.e., the tour starts
within four years of promotion to 04) which is not a "D"
tour, nor included in any other sea tour category described
herein. "Q" codes will not be assigned once a "D" tour
has been completed.
4. Post-Department Head Tour (P) - Any afloat tour following
(immediately or otherwise) the "D" tour which is neither
a department head tour nor included in any other sea tour
category described herein. This classification generally
includes senior 03' s and is extended to include 04' s when
the tour in question starts within four years of promotion




units [other than XO (H) equivalency CO tours, described
below), Main Propulsion Assistant/Damage Control Assistant
on aircraft carriers, duty on afloat staffs, etc.
5. Second Department Head Tour (E) - Any department head
tour following (immediately or otherwise) a "D" or another
"E" tour. To be so classified, the tour must commence
within four years of promotion to 04. "E" tours will
never follow XO (H) tours.
6. XO Tour (H) - A tour of duty in which the incumbent serves
as executive officer of an afloat unit, while in paygrade
04. This classification is extended to include non "E",
post-department head tours completed by nuclear qualified
Surface Warfare Officers when such tours fulfill the
career requirements of the "H" tour. Additionally, this
classification includes certain lieutenant commander CO
tours which are considered to be the equivalent of an "H"
tour (e.g., CO of PHM, ARS, ATS and, in some cases, FF
ship types)
.
7. Non-XO Tour (G) - A tour of duty afloat which is completed
by a senior 04 (more than four years in grade) to mid-
grade Q5 (less than three years in grade) which neither





8. Post-XO Tour (I) - A non- commanding officer (J) tour of
duty afloat following (immediately or otherwise) an "H"
tour. This classification generally includes senior
04's to mid-grade 05's.
9. Late XO Tour (_K) - An afloat tour of duty in which the
incumbent serves as executive officer while in paygrade
05. If such a tour follows an "H" tour, it will be
classified as a post-XO (I) tour.
10. CO Tour (J) - A tour of duty where the incumbent serves
as commanding officer of an afloat unit, while in paygrade
05. If a CO tour occurs before 05, it may be counted as
"J" provided that billet is normally occupied by an 05.
11. Non-CO Tour (N) - An afloat tour of duty served while in
paygrade 05 which is neither a "J", "H" , nor "K" tour;
nor one which follows a "J" or "H" tour.
12. Post-CO Tour (L) - A non- commanding officer tour of duty
afloat following (immediately or otherwise) a "J" tour.
This classification generally includes mid-grade to senior
05' s and junior 06' s.
Shore Tours
1. Professional Training (T) - A tour in which training is
undertaken of twenty weeks duration or more which is
designed to broaden the career as opposed to specific




tours include training at the Surface Warfare Officers
School Command (Department Head Course), Armed Forces
Staff College, and the Naval War College.
2. Pursuing Graduate-Level Education (C) - A tour of duty
in which graduate education is undertaken leading to a
subspecialty.
3. Subspecialty Utilization (S) - A tour of duty ashore in
which the incumbent's subspecialty was used. This sub-
specialty may either be the result of graduate education
or significant experience. Such a tour would lead to the
designation "proven subspecialist .
"
4. Ashore, Overseas (0) - A shore tour served outside the
continental United States (CONUS) not meeting any of the
above criteria.
5. Ashore, CONUS (F) - A shore, tour served within CONUS not
meeting any of the above criteria. This classification
also includes any periods of inactive duty.
Billet Coding Guidelines
The guidelines developed for assigning the above categor-
ies, resolving conflicts and filling gaps in the data are
outlined below:
1. In order to count as a tour of duty, the incumbent





2. If the 5 and 17 year career points could not be
determined, the case would not be used.
3. Unexplained gaps in the billet histories of officers
appeared to occur randomly in the data. When encountered,
they were treated thusly:
a. If the gap were less than 6 months
,
the case
would be retained with the period of time being attributed
to normal enroute delays between duty stations. (Roughly 5%
of the cases in this study had gaps that exceeded 3 months
but were less than 6 months.)
b. If the gap were more than 6 months but less than
one year , the case was retained but the period under consider
ation was assigned the billet code "F" (Ashore, CONUS). This
code was selected because such a break in the record was most
likely to have consisted of brief periods of temporary duty
ashore such as schools not recorded in the OMF, hospitaliza-
tion, etc. (Again, about 5% of the cases in this study con-
tained such gaps.)
c. If the gap exceeded one year , the case was not
used.
4. If there were no firm indication in a particular
career of the presence or absence of a department head tour,
the case would not be used.
5. Sea tours always took coding precedence over sub-





6. Subspecialty utilization (S) always took coding pre-
cedence over ashore, overseas (0) tours in cases where the
two occurred together.
7. In cases where an officer has a subspecialty, sub-
specialty utilization codes are assigned for each duty station
listed in the billet history. In determining whether or not
a subspecialty was utilized and thus causing the assignment
of "S" to be made to a particular tour, Volume II of NAVPERS
15839D and Naval Military Personnel Command (Distribution)
Instruction 5400. IF were consulted. From these sources the
one-character subspecialty utilization codes used in the OMF
could be interpreted. Those OMF codes which resulted in the
assignment of "S" to a particular tour of duty in this study
included:
OMF Code Situation used in OMF
D Billet requires graduate education in same
education field as the officer's education.
E Billet requires graduate education in field
closely related to the officer's education.
G Related assignment utilizing officer's sub-
specialty in subspecialty billet not requir-
ing graduate education.
H Related assignment utilizing officer's sub-
specialty in a billet that is not subspecialty
coded.
J Officer has more than one subspecialty code
and higher priority exists for utilization of
subspecialty 2 or 3.





8. In determining whether an XO tour should be classified
as "H" or "K" when the rank of the incumbent changes from 04
to 05 during that tour, the following rule was applied:
If the incumbent completes 251 or more of the
tour before being promoted to 05, it is clas-
sified as MH" ; otherwise it is classified as "K".
9. For coding purposes, graduate education (C) tours
were not permitted to exceed three years in length. If grad-
uate education was being pursued for increments longer than
this, an additional "C" was assigned.
10. If officers were in transit at their 5 and/or 17 year
career points, the first and/or last tour recorded would be
the nearest complete tour(s) within the 5-17 year segment.
11. Since tour commencement and completion dates were
given by year and month only, both were assumed to have
occurred on the first of the month.
Examples
The first of two examples shows the actual data and pro-
cedures used to code the billets comprising the career of a
selectee from the 5 to the 17 year points. Figure A- 1 per-
tains. The second example shows the same for a nonselectee
case. Figure A-2 pertains. Both figures depict common data
fields which were used in the billet coding process.
The data fields of primary use during the coding process
were those shown beneath the heading "billet history." For




each other, one for one, as do the duty stations and inclusive
dates. Additionally, the subspecialty utilization codes match
one for one with the duty stations when reading the former
left to right and the latter top to bottom. The other fields
shown in the figures were necessary to provide amplifying in-
formation and to assist in filling in any gaps in the billet
histories.
Prior to any billet coding, certain basic considerations
common to each case had to be made to determine if the case
could be used. These were:
- Could the 5 and 17 year career points be determined
when measuring from the active commissioning base
dates (ACBD's)?
- Was the billet history free of any gaps that exceeded
6 months? If not, could the gaps be adequately filled?
- Could the existence or nonexistence of a department
head tour be determined?
If the answer to each of these questions was yes, then
the case could be used; otherwise, it was dropped due to in-
sufficient data. During the billet coding process, Volumes I
and II of NAVPERS 15839D were used as the basic references
for interpreting the various OMF codes appearing in the data.
Example 1 (selectee)
In reviewing the above basic considerations for this
particular case, the following observations were made;
1. While it is not readily apparent from the available
data, both the 5 and 17 year points could be determined. As




1968 during an apparent gap in the billet history, and the
17 year point (was to have) occurred in June 1980, some 22
months after commencement of the LSD 36 tour. A closer in-
spection of the data (subspecialty field), however, indicates
that the apparent gap was actually an educational tour in
which graduate-level education was being undertaken (C) tour.
Similarly, the 17 year point could be accounted for since the
LSD 36 tour started in August 1978 and the length of that par-
ticular tour type is rather well established at 24 months.
Thus, it is reasonably safe to assume that he would have still
been in that tour at his 17 year career point.
2. Although two gaps exceeding 6 months' duration existed
in the billet history (6801-7006 and 7507-7610), both could
be accounted for by referencing additional data.
3. The existence of a department head tour could be
determined. This tour was completed prior to the 5 year
career point while serving in DE 1036 as Operations Officer
(NOBC 9274) and occurred immediately after completing what
is now called the Surface Warfare Officer Department Head
Course (school code 380)
.
With these three basic considerations satisfied, it was
determined that the billet history was sufficiently complete
so that the case could be used. A broad overview of the
general data pertinent to coding the case reveals that this
particular officer:
(1) was presently a commander (CDR)
;




(3) had USNA as his commissioning source;
(4) had an ACBD of 5 June 1963;
(5) had been screened and selected in fiscal year
1978 for commander command of a surface unit;






(7) had four service schools recorded, one of which
occurred during the 5 to 17 year segment that
exceeded 20 weeks duration (school code 414)
;
(8) had a proven subspecialty in operations analysis
based on a master's level of education;
(9) had utilized that subspecialty while assigned at
his third listed duty station (OPERSTUDYGRP DC).
Armed with this general background information, the actual
billet coding process could begin. As previously noted, the
5 year point occurred during a tour in which graduate-level
education was being pursued, and thus resulted in the billet
code assignment M C".
Upon obtaining his degree, this officer returned to sea
as commanding officer (NOBC 9222) of a small surface unit,
MSO 433. Based on the criteria for such a tour, this billet
was classified as a post-department head tour, and assigned
the code "P M .
Following this tour, the operations analysis subspecialty
was utilized while assigned to the Operations Study Group in
Washington, D.C. Utilization was determined by virtue of the




duty station, and resulted in this tour being assigned billet
code "S".
After the Washington tour, the second of two gaps appeared
in the billet history. As before, this gap resulted from an
educational tour; this time professional education. An in-
spection of the service school field shows that during the
period in question, this officer was attending the Naval War
College (school code 414). Accordingly, the tour was coded
The following tour was back at sea as Executive Officer
of LKA 114. Because over 25% of this tour was completed in
the grade of 04 before being promoted to 05, it was assigned
the billet code "H". Since command selection occurs early in
the fiscal year (FY) and since this officer was selected in
FY 1978, his actual timing of selection can be estimated at
about October 1977. Hence, it was during this executive
officer tour that he was selected for command.
Following the executive officer tour, this officer re-
mained at sea, transferring to LSD 36 where he served as
Commanding Officer and where the 17 year point in his career
occurred. This tour was coded as "J".
The resulting sequence of billet codes from the 5 to 17
year points for this career was:
Tour at 17
PT5 PT4 PT3 PT2 PT1 Year Point








In reviewing the three basic considerations for this case:
1. Both the 5 and 17 year career points could be deter-
mined.
2. No gaps of over 6 months existed in the billet history
3. While not readily apparent, the existence of a depart-
ment head tour could be determined. This tour was apparently
completed prior to the 5 year career point while serving in
DD 853. Such determination was made based on the completion
of Surface Warfare Officer Department Head Course (school code
380) immediately prior to reporting aboard DD 853.
A broad overview of the general data pertinent to coding
the case shows that this particular officer:
(1) was presently in the grade of CDR;
(2) was in year group 61;
(3) had USNA as his commissioning source;
(4) had an ACBD of 7 June 1961;
(5) had been screened and selected in fiscal year 1975
for commander-level XO of a surface unit (but not
for command)
;






(7) the one service school recorded was of interest but
was not directly relevant to the coding process






C8) had a proven subspecialty in financial management
based on significant experience;
(9) had utilized that subspecialty in his most recent
tour and three tours prior to that.
The 5 year point of this career occurred during the tour
on MSO 493, so the billet coding begins at this point and con-
tinues up to the OPNAV tour, during which the 17 year career
point was reached. Although no NOBC was available in the data
to describe the billet held on MSO 493, it was obviously a sea
tour which followed a department head tour, and one which was
served while in the grade of 03. Judging from the ship type,
it was unlikely that this was another department head tour;
therefore, the only logical billet classification was the post-
department head tour for which it was assigned the code "P".
The next tour was as an instructor (NOBC 3251) at the Naval
Academy and, since no evidence existed to indicate that a sub-
specialty was used, the tour was simply classified as ashore,
CONUS and assigned the billet code "F".
Following the instructor tour, this officer went back to
sea aboard DLG 24, as the ship's Chief Engineer (NOBC 9369).
Since this, in fact, was another department head tour, it was
assigned the billet code ?'E".
The next tour was spent ashore at the Navy Recruiting
Command in Washington, D.C. An examination of the subspecialty
utilization field indicates that a subspecialty was used (util-





This utilization tour was followed by another sea tour--
this time as First Lieutenant aboard LPH 9. Once again, this
was a department head tour, but because of the relatively late
career timing at the commencement of the tour (over 4 years in
the grade of Q4) , it was classified as a non-XO tour and
assigned the billet code "G".
From LPH 9, this officer reported to LKA 113 for duty as
Executive Officer. As with the previous example, because more
than 25% of this tour was completed in the grade of 04 before
being promoted to 05, it was assigned the billet code "H"
.
Following the executive officer tour, this officer returned
ashore for duty in OPNAV, serving in a subspecialty utilization
tour (utilization code M) during which the 17 year point in
his career occurred.
The resulting sequence of billet codes from the 5 to 17
year points for this career was:
Tour at 17
PT6 PT5 PT4 PT3 PT2 PT1 Year Point
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BAYES' THEOREM AND ASSOCIATED
JOINT PROBABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
The application of Bayes' theorem and associated joint
probability considerations in this research will be discussed
briefly through an example using actual data. For a more de-
tailed explanation of the theory upon which this discussion
is based, the interested reader is referred to any basic text
on probability, such as Introduction to Probability and Sta-
tistics by Lindgren, McElrath, and Berry [1978]. Figure B-l
shows a schematic presentation of what is accomplished through
Bayes' analysis.
Conditional probability







Figure B-l. Schematic presentation of the
Bayes' analysis.
Here it can be seen that a revised, or posterior, estimate
of the probability of selection can be obtained through the
Bayes' analysis when certain additional information is intro-
duced. As has been previously determined, the "prior" proba-




particular billet occurring among selectees, and nonselectees
can also be obtained from the data, and is simply the ratio
of the number of selectees and nonselectees having that billet
to the total number of selectees and nonselectees respectively
Through the use of Bayes ' theorem, the conditional probability
of selection among those having that billet and those not
having that billet can be determined.
The example to follow will compute the conditional proba-
bility of command selection among those having an executive
officer (H) tour and among those not having this tour. In
order to use Bayes' theorem for such a determination, the
following must be known:
- probability of selection P(Sel)
- probability of nonselection P(Sel c )
- probability of an executive officer tour among
selectees P(H/Sel)
- probability of an executive officer tour among
nonselectees P(H/Sel c ).
Applying Bayes' theorem to determine the probability of
selection among those having an H tour gives the result:
PCSel/H) = PCH/Sel) P(Sel)






(_. 84) C-4Q) + C- 53) (..60) .34 + .32
Applying Bayes' theorem to determine the probability of




P(Sel/Hc ) = PQrVSel) PCSel)
PCH




C,16) C-40) + (.47) (.60) .06 + .28
The elements, in Bayes ' formula can also be readily deter-
mined through use of a "two-way" joint probability table, which
has the added advantage of providing a more intuitive under-
standing of the results obtained through the Bayes' analysis.









Since the joint probability of H and Sel occurring equals
P (H/Sel)P (Sel) , and since the joint probability of H and Sel c
c c
equals P(H/Sel )P(Sel ), all values needed to apply Bayes'
theorem to obtain P(Sel/H) can be taken directly from the table
Similarly, since the joint probability of H and Sel occurring
equals P (H /Sel)P(Sel), and since the joint probability of Hc
c c c c
and Sel equals P(H /Sel )P(Sel ), all values needed to apply
Bayes' theorem to obtain P(Sel/H ) can once again be taken
directly from the table.
Tables B-l through B-4 provide similar joint probability




Table B-l presents the joint probability of occurrence of
various billet types and command selection outcome. Table
B-2 provides joint probability data for commissioning sources
and command selection outcome, while Tables -B-3 and B-4 pro-






Joint Probability of Occurrence of
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Joint Probability of Occurrence of
Commissioning Sources and Command Selection Outcome
Commissioning Source c^i„„+i„„ m,»... a -i _*.«..; Total& Selection Nonselection
OCS .15 .29 .44
Other than OCS .25 .31 .56
USNA .14 .14 .28
Other than USNA .26 .46 .72
NROTC .07 .10 .17
Other than NROTC .33 .50 .83
"OTHER" .04 .07 .11






Joint Probability of Occurrence of Two-Billet
Combinations and Command Selection Outcome
Billet Combination Outcome
(order does not matter) Selection Nonselection Total
DF (DEPT HD, CONUS SHR) .17 .29 .46
No DF .23 .31 .54
FH (CONUS SHR, XO) .22 .23 .45
No FH .18 .37 .55
DH (DEPT HD, XO) .21 .21 .42
No DH .19 .39 .58
FF (CONUS SHR, CONUS SHR) .10 .28 .38
No FF .30 .32 .62
FO (CONUS SHR, OSEAS SHR) .09 .26 .35
No FO .31 .34 .65
DS (DEPT HD, SUB UTIL) .10 .23 .33
No DS .30 .37 .67
HS (XO, SUB UTIL) .16 .17 .33
No HS . 24 .45 .67
HT (XO, PROF TRNG) .18 .15 .33
No HT .22 .45 .67
HC (XO, GRAD ED) .17 .14 .31
No HC .23 .46 .69
HP (XO, POST DEPT HD) .16 .14 .30
No HP .24 .46 .70
SS (SUB UTIL, SUB UTIL) .05 .18 .23
No SS .35 .42 .77
OS (OSEAS SHR, SUB UTIL) .05 .16 .21
No OS .35 .44 . 79
EF (2ND DEPT HD, CONUS SHR) .04 .13 .17





Joint Probability of Occurrence of Three-Billet
(and Commissioning Source) Combinations and
Command Selection Outcome
Billet Combination Outcome Total(order does not matter) Se lection Nonselection


















































































































CAREER PATHS TO 17TH YEAR OF SERVICE


















Career paths to the 17th year of service for "early"
selectees (N = 110). Sum of the branches will not
always equal their source due to (1) the omission
of categories with small numbers and (2) the coding
of careers back to the 5 year point only. See










































Figure C-2 Career paths to the 17th year of service for "due
course" selectees (N = 416) . Sum of the branches
will not always equal their source for reasons
described in Figure C-l. See Figure 2, page 21,























Figure C-3. Career paths to the 17th year of service for
nonselectees (N = 558) . Sum of the branches will
not always equal their source for reasons described





CAREER PATHS TO SELECTION OR NONSELECTION
TOUR AT SELECTION POINT
(Average length of













Figure D-l. Career paths to selection for "early" selectees
(N = 110). Sum of the branches will not always
equal their source due to (1) the omission of
categories with small numbers and (2) the coding
of careers back to the 5 year point only. See






















Figure D-2. Career paths to 11.5 years of service for "due
course" selectees (N = 416).. Sum of branches will
not always equal their source for reasons described
































Figure D-3. Career paths to 11.5 years of service for non-
selectees (N = 558). Sum of the branches will
not always equal their source for reasons
described in Figure D-l. See Figure 2, page




TOUR AT SELECTION POINT
(Average length, of










Figure D-4. Career paths to selection for "due course"
selectees (N = 416) . Sum of the branches
will not always equal their source for
reasons described in Figure D-l. See Figure












0(52) F(9). • P(6)
S(128)
OTHER (50)
Figure D-5. Career paths to 15 years of service for non-
selectees (N = 558). Sum of the branches will
not always equal their source for reasons described





LISTING OF CODED DATA USED IN THE ANALYSIS
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Selectees by Year Group
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SUMMARY LISTING OF CODES USED
TO IDENTIFY BILLET CATEGORIES
Codes for Billet Categories
B - Pre-Department Head
CPRE DEPT HD)
C - Pursuing Graduate-Level
Education (GRAD ED)
D - Department Head (DEPT HD)
E - Second Department Head
(2ND DEPT HD)
F - Ashore, CONUS (CONUS SHR)
G - Non-XO (NON XO)
H - Executive Officer (XO)
I - Post-XO (POST XO)
J - Commanding Officer (CO)
K - Late XO (LATE XO)
L - Post-CO (POST CO)
N - Non-CO (NON CO)
- Ashore, overseas (OSEAS SHR)
P - Post-Department Head
(POST DEPT HD)
Q - Non-Department Head
(NON DEPT HD)
S - Subspecialty Utilization
(SUB UTIL)
T - Professional Training
(PROF TRNG)
Codes for Billet Category Aggregations
W - "Traditional" Sea Tour (includes sea tour billet codes B,D,
E,G,H,I,J,K,L and N)
X - "Non-Traditional" Sea Tour (includes sea tour codes Q and
P only)
Y - Subspecialty Utilization (includes shore tour code S only)
Z - Ashore, other (.includes all other shore tour codes, i.e.,
C,F,0 and T)
SEA - All sea tours (combines W and X)
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1. Defense Technical Information Center 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22314
2. Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 1
U.S. Army Logistics Management Center
Fort Lee, VA 23801
3. Library, Code 0142 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
4. Library, Code 55 1
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
5. Dean of Research, Code 012 1
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
6. Director, Total Force Planning Div. (OP- 11) 1
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C. 20370
7. Director, Total Force Program Div. (OP-12) 1
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C. 20370
8. Director 1
Military Personnel/Training Division (OP-13)
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C. 20370
9. LCDR Gary Johnson (0P-136C1) 2
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Arlington Annex
Washington, D.C. 2Q370
10. Department Chairman, Code 36 1





11. Dr. Paul R. Milch, Code 55
Department of Operations Research
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
12. Dr. James K. Arima, Code 54
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
13. LCDR William H. Campbell, USN
705 Reasor Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
14. Mrs. Mary Snavely-Dixon
Office of DASN (Manpower)
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C. 20350
15. CDR Dick Lyons COP-132C1)
Surface Officer Program Manager
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Arlington Annex
Washington, D.C. 20370
16. Mr. M. K. Malehorn (OP-102)
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Arlington Annex
Washington, D.C. 20370
17. Dr. Kneale T. Marshall (OP-01T)
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Arlington Annex
Washington, D.C. 20370
18. Head Long Range MPT/MOB Planning Branch (OP/110)
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Arlington Annex
Washington, D.C. 20370
19. LCDR Daniel Parker (OP-130D2)
Office of DCNO (MPT)
Arlington Annex
Washington, D.C. 20370
20. Joe Silverman (Code 303)
Navy Personnel R§D Center
San Diego, CA 92152
21. Commander
ATTN: Code 41








23. LCDR Ernest L. Morris, Jr., USN
5213 Castle Road
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